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ABSTRACT
Andreou Ll] studied the structure defined by the (1,1) tensor fieldFSatisfying
fi1G+J?+r = 0. Ishihara and Yano [2], defined integrability conditions of F-structure.
Srivastava and Niwas [7], considered the integrability condition of Ji~ (2v + 3,1)
structure. The horizontal and complete lift from a differentiable manifold Ml' of
class C to its cotangent bundle CT(Mn) have been studied by Yano and Patterson
[5]. Yano and Ishihara [9]. studied lift of F-structure in the tangent and cotangent
bundle. Kim [3] dealt with the properties of F-structure. Srivastava [8], considered
lift of (1,1) tensor field F satisfying
pu+1 = ').}Fu-1 and Fu= (-l)u+J F'
Niwas, Ali and Srivastava [4], studied some properties of lifts (horizontal and
complete) for the structure satisfying
a nFn +an~./ Fn-1 + ... +a1F = 0 .
,·
Here we give some results for the (1,1) tensor field F satisfying F2v+3=-A.2F; taking
horizontal, complete and diagonal lift.
1. Preliminaries. Let~ be n-dimensional differentiable manifold of class
C If F :;t:. 0 be a (1,1) tensor field of class C rank r satisfying [4]
(1.1) F2v+3=-A.2F
Here tensors R and m are defined as follows :
(1.2) f, = -F2u+2 j')..,,2 ,m = l + F2u+2 //...,2 .
From (1.2), we have
(1.3) f + m = 1,f 2 =f,m 2 = m,fm = m.e =O,F.e =F,Fm = 0 ·
Thus there exits in Mn two complementary distributions De and Dm
00

00
•

00
,

corresponding to the projection tensors ,e and m respectively. If rank off is r then

De is r dimensional and Dm is (n-r) dimensional. DmMn=n.
2. The Complete Lift of F;.. Structure in the Tangent Bundle T(M'1').
Let (Mn) be an n-dimensional differentiable manifold of class C and TP(Mn) is the
tangent space at a point p of Mn then
T(Mn )= u TP(Mn)
00

pEM"

·

2

is the tangent bundle cover the manifold Afll. The tangent bundle T(Mn) of Mn is a
differentiable manifold of dimension 2n.
Let

r;·

denote the set of tensor 9eld of class C and type (r,s) in Mn and let
00

rr~·

['f(Mn) I

denotes the corresponding set of tensor fields in T(Mn). The complete lift p•c of an
element

Fof .T/ (Mn) with local components F} has components of the form Yano
1

and Ishihara [9]
(2.1)

Fe -( ~h
- a~h

Let F, GE

0

~h

J

.

T/ (Mn) then we have [9]

(2.2) (FG)c=Ficoc
which yields on putting F= G
(2.3) (J.i''l=(fi'C) 2 .
Similarly on putting G=F2 in (4.3.2) we get
(2.4)

(F3)C

=(li'C)3.

Continuing the above process ofreplacing Gin equation (2.2) by some higher
power of F, we get
(2.5) (FK)C=(fi!C)K, where K is any positive integer.
If G and H are tensors of the same type then
(2.6) (G+H)C=Gc+sc.
Taking complete lifts on both sides of (1.1), we get
(2.7)

(F2 v+3+~F)c=O

=> (F2v+3)c+(Ji.2F)c=0

(Ji!C)2v+3 +Ji.2Ji!C=0.
The rank of fi'C in 2r iff rank of F is r. Thus we have
Theorem 1. Let FE

T/(Mn ),

r:l.'

the F satisfies this structure equation (1.1), if fi'C

satisfies (1.4), further more Fis of rank riff fi'C is of rank r. Let F be an F).(2v+3,1)
- structure of rank r in Mn. Then complete lift ,f, c of ,f, and me of m are
complementary projection tensors in T(Mn). Thus there exist in T(Mn) two
complementary distributions
D~

D~

and

D~

are respectively complete lifts

D~

and

of De andDm.
3. Integrability Conditions of F).(2v+3,1) Structure in Tangent

Bundle. Let F ET/ (Mn) and F satisfies (1.1) then the Nijenhuis tensor NF of Fis
a tensor field of type (1,2) given by Yano and Ishihara [9]
(3.1)

Np(X,Y)= [FX,FY]-F[FX,Y]-F[X,FY]+F 2 [X,Y].

3
Let Ne be the Nijenhuis tensor of Ji'C in T(Aflt), where Ji'C is the complete lift of Fin
Mn, then we have
(3.2)

Ne(xe ,Ye)= [Fe xc ,Fcye ]-Fc[J?c Xe ,Ye ]-Fe[xe ,Feyc ]+(F2f

[xe ,Ye].

VX,Y E Ici(M") andF E J11 (M" ), we have
From (1.3) and (3.3) we have

Theorem 2. In the F2 v+ 3 =-J.-2F structure, we have
(3.5)

(a)

(Ne (me xc ,mcyc ))(2u+s);2

(b)

mcNc(xc,yc)=mc[FcXc,FcY~],

(c)

me Ne (cc Xe ,ecyc )=me [Fe Xe ,Fcyc ],

(d)

mcNe[(p2u+3 + A,2 FJ Xe ,(F2v+3 + f.?F)Ye

:;t

A,2 pc [me xc' meyc ],

J= A,2m2 Nc(Re Xe ,Reye).

Proof. Since Nc(me Xe ,mcye) =[Fe me Xe ,Femeye ]-Fe[Femexe ,meye]

f

-Fe[Feme Xe ,meye ]-Fe[me Xe ,Femeye ]+(F2 [mc Xe ,mcyc]

=(Fe )[me Xe ,meye ].

r+

(Fe 3 =-A,2 Fe, therefore above equation reduces to
[Ne (me Xe ,meye )J2v+3)/2 = -A,2 Fe [me Xe ,meye]

Since

Thus we get (3.5)(a).
Similarly other results can easily be derived.
Theorem

3. For any X,

YE T/ (M") the following conditions are equivalent

(3.6)

(a)

meNe(xe,ye)=O ,

(c)

meNe[ (F2u+3 + A,2Ff Xe ,(F2u+3 + A.2Ff Ye = 0.

(b)

meNe(ReXe,Reye)=O,

J

J

lfwe put meNe[(F 2u+ 3 +A.2Ff xe,(F 2u+3 +A.2FfYe =0
in (3.5)(d), then we get me Ne(Re xe ,Reye)= O i.e. we get (3.6)(b) and also from

4
(3.5)(c) and (3.6)(b) we see that if (3.6)(c) is satisfied then (3.6)(a)and (3.6)(b) are
also satisfied.
Theorem 4. The complete lift D~ in

T(Mn)

of a distribution Dm in

M

11

.is

integrable if Dm is integrable in M't.
Proof. Th~ distribution Dm is integrable iff Srivastava [7]
(3.7)

e[mX,mY]= 0, VX,Y E ~i(Mn) and C= 1-m.

(3.8)

Taking complete lift of both sides, we get
ec[mcXc,mcYc]=O, VX,YETd(Mn),

where ec = (1-m)C=l-mC is the projection tensor complementary to m,c. Thus the
condition (3. 7) implises (3.8).
Theorem 5. The complete lift

D~,

in T(Mn) of a distribution Dm in Mn

~s

integrable

if ccNc(mc xc ,mcyc )= 0' or equivalently NC (me xc ,mcyc )= 0 VX,Y E rJ(Mn ).
Proof. The distribution D mis integrable in M7t iff N(mX, m Y) = 0 V X,Y E TJ (Mn).
Since Nc(mc Xe ,mcyc )=(Fe }[me Xe ,mcyc ],
Therefore, by multiplying throughout by cc, we get

J

cc Nc(mc xc ,mcyc )=(Fe cc[mcxc ,mcyc ],
but since cc [me xc, mcyc] = O, Therefore
(3.9)

ccmc(mc xc ,mcyc )= 0 and also

mcNc(mcxc,mcYc)=O.
Adding (3.9) and (3.10) we get
(cc+ me )Nc(mc xc ,,ncyc )= O .
(3.10)

Since cc+ me= JC= 1, therefore we prove Nc(mc xc ,mcyc )"" 0.
Theorem 6. Let the distribntion Dt be integrable in Mn, that is mN(X,Y)=O
VX, Y E T} (Mn). Then the distribution D~ is integrable in T(Afll) iff any one of the
conditions of theorem (2.2) is satisfied

v X,Y E rJ(Mn ).

Proof. Since the distribution De is integrable in Afll iff mN( cX, CY)=O.
Thus distribution

D~

is integrable is T(Afll) iff

m cNe (cc xc, ,ecyc) = 0 . Thus theorem follows.
Theorem 7. The complete lift J1'C of an F2v+ 3 +A,2 F=O structure in Afll is partially
integrable in T(Afll) iff Fis partially integrable in Mn.

5
Proof. F2u+3+A,2F=O structure in AF is partially integrable iff

N(ex,.eY)= 0, VX,Y E TJ(Mn ).
Keeping in view of (1.1) and (3.1) we obtain
(3.11)

Nc[ec xc ,ecyc ]= [N(eX,eY}]

0

which implies

Nc(ecxc,ecyc)=O

N(eX,eY)=O.
Also from theorem (3.5) NC (ec X ecyc) = 0 ~ N(ex,eY) =0.
iff

0

'

Hence the theorem follows.
4. The Horizontal Lift of Structure. The horizontal lift sH of a tens0r
field S of arbitrary type in Mn to T(Mn) is defined by Yano and Ishihara [9].
(4.1)

sH = sc -v rs,

where S is a tensor field defined by

s =st:.~ ~i ® ... @ ~h ax' ® ... @axi
1

in AF with affine connection

v and v'(s is a

tensor field in T(Mn) given by
(4.2)

o

o

e
· h)
k
·
\1 rs = (y \1 eSk'::.j oyi ® ... ® oyh ox ® ... ®Bx'

with respect to induced coordinates (xh,yh) in rr 1(U).
The horizontal lift FH of a tensor field F of' type (1,1) in AF with local
components F/ in AF has components
(4.3)

FH : (Fih

Oh).

0 Fi
Theorem 8. Let Fe I](M.n) be an ·F'A. -structure in MN. ·then its horizontal lift FH

is also a F" -structure in T(AF).
Proof. If P(t) is a polynomial in one variable t, then we have
(4.4)

(P(F))H =(P(FH))

Also I be the identity tensor field of type (1,1) in AF then
(4.5)

JH=J.

Thus

J

(F2v+3 + A.2(F)H = 0 ~ (FH't+3 + A.2FH =0.
Now from the local components of FH, we see that if F is of rank r, then FH is of
rank 2r. Thus we have
(4.6)

Theorem 9. If F is structure of rank r in AF then its horizontal lift Ji'H is also F'A. -

structure of rank 2r in T(AF)
Proof. Let m be a projection tensor field of type (1,1) in AF defined by (1.2) and
m 2 =m then (mH)2=mH.

6
Thus mH is also a projection tensor in T(Mn). Hence there exists in 'T(Mn) a
distribution nH corresponding to mH, which is called the horizontal lift of the
distribution D.
5. Diogonal Lift in Cotangent Bundle. If the diagonal lift of the tensor
field F of type (1,1) in Mn is FD in CT(~) then Yano and Ishihara [9]
(5.1)

FD ; jj,a
13

=(F;h

0 ·)

0

-Ffi '

(5.2)

FDaD +GDFD =(Fa+aFr,

(5.3)

FDGH +GDFH =FHGD +GHFD =(FG+GF)[)'

(5.4)

FH FD =FD FH

=(F2

J

r,

(FD JP= (F 2P ,(FD Jp+l = (F 2p+i)D VF E IJ(Mn)
Theorem 10. The diagonal lift of an almost F;.,(2v+3, 1) structure in
symmetric affine connection is also an almost F;., in cT(~).
Proof. Thus from (1.1) keeping in view of (5.4) and (5.5), we obtain
(5.5)

Mn

with

r

(F2u+3 = /..,2 (F)D =;> (FD )°+3 = /..,2 FD .
Theorem 11. If Fis F;.,-structure of rank r in~ then its diagonal lift FD is also
F ;.,-structure of rank 2r in c.r(~).
Proof. Since m be a projection tensor field of type (1,1) in~ defined by (1.2) and
m 2 =m then
(m2)D=(mD)2=mD.

Thus mD is also a projection tensor in cT(Mn). Hence there exists in cT(Mn) a
distrubtion D corresponding to mD which is called diagonal lift of the distribution

IJD.
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